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ABSTRACT

Human body needs sleep under all circumstances, during sleep all mammals dream. Even People who become blind after birth can see dreams. Those who are blind by birth have dreams equally vivid involving their other senses of sound, smell, touch and emotion. There are certain chemicals which are associated with dreams. To study the chemistry of brain during dreams is a challenging job but still certain theories have been put forth to explain process of dreams. Dreams are sort of sensations or mysterious mental images that occur involuntarily in the mind during sleep. The study of dreams is called oneirology. Dreams activity of brain is very high but body is in the state of temporarily paralysis. About 20 per cent of our sleep time can have dreams, in most of cases awakenings from REM sleep resulted in recall of a dream, as compared with awakenings from NREM sleep.

The dreams are considered to be connected to day time thoughts [1]. Most of dreams are lost to recall after few minutes [2] or even within seconds [3] after the end of the REM period. Studies performed in certain animals revealed that REM deprivation may lead to hypersexual and hyperaggressive, which has been interpreted as supporting the view that dreaming is linked to basic drives and pleasure-seeking. [4-6]. Studies have shown association of dreams with REM[7], the brain is switched from sleep to wakefulness and back again by two opposed brain circuits, one produces transmitter chemicals that promote sleep, and the other chemicals that inhibit it.

Dreams involve a low-grade type of mental activity, using brain mechanisms much like those used by the drunk and drugged. it is for this reasons we forget dreams in the morning

Chemical related to sleep and dreams: We fall asleep through the activation of the neurotransmitter gamma-amino butyric acid (GABA). Secretion of Acetylcholine responsible for awakening throughout the day does not allow us to sleep. Other chemicals responsible for awakening are Norepinephrine, Serotonin, Histamine, Aspartate, Glutamate, Dopamine

Acetylcholine is found in high levels during REM sleep. Its lowest levels have been found during delta sleep. In evening these chemicals makes us tired and from this time to until before you are going to sleep there is a raise in levels of chemical called Melatonin. Melatonin is called the hormone of the night. Its concentration decreases with light.

Oxytocin a hormone (related to love) affects our social emotions such as anxiety and passion in real life as well as in dreams.

Adenosine deaminase exert a major influence on the regulation of non-REM sleep. This regulating effect occurs when an enzyme called adenosine deaminase breaks down, adenosine molecules. Adenosine levels drop as one continues to sleep

Stress hormone adrenocorticotropic (natural alarm clock) enables some people to wake up when they want to, this is related to unconscious anticipation of the stress of waking up.

A study shows that lack of hormone called nor-epinephrine in the cerebral cortex is responsible for forgetting dreams after awakening.

Brain during sleep:

Sleep-inducing waves activate the visual-processing parts of the brain, and makes dream visible. The first stream of brainstem waves usually begins about 90 minutes after the onset of sleep, and the fourth or last about 30 minutes before waking up. During REM periods the brain is even more active than it is while awake, but because the muscles are paralyzed, the body lies quietly in bed.

Our brain experiences four types of electrical brain waves: “delta,” “theta,” “alpha,” and “beta.” together they form the electroencephalography (EEG).

There are certain studies which show that dreams are generated in, or transmitted through particular area of the brain, which is associated with visual processing, emotion and visual memories. The portion of the brain that is related to Long-term memory is not active while sleeping. For the same reason, dreams quickly fade out when we wake up. Normally only the fragments of a dream left in Short-term memory have a possibility to be converted after we wake up.

Study using MRI techniques revealed that vivid, bizarre and emotionally intense dreams (the dreams that people usually remember) are linked to parts of the amygdala and hippocampus. While the amygdala plays a primary role in the processing and memory of emotional reactions, the hippocampus has been implicated in important memory functions, such as the consolidation of information from short-term to long-term memory.

Theories of dreaming:

Different theories have been proposed by scientists:

According to Hartmann[8] the purpose of dreaming is to provide the dreamer with an opportunity to deal with their dominant emotional concern.


Stickgold et al propose that, “dreams represent the conscious awareness of complex brain systems involved in the reprocessing of emotions and memories during sleep.”[11]

Sleeping disorders vs dreams: Sleepwalking, previously thought on clinical grounds to be associated with dreaming, typically arises out of NREM sleep in the absence of dreaming.[12,13]. On the other hand, a relatively recently described disorder called REM behavior disorder occurs in patients with defective muscle paralysis during REM sleep and involves the acting out of dreams[14]. Sedatives, such as barbiturates suppress REM sleep, which can be harmful over a long period.

Conclusion: Dreams mainly occur only during REM sleep, but some dreams occur during non-REM sleep phases also. It’s possible there may not be a single moment of our sleep when we are actually dreamless. REM dreams are characterized by bizarre plots, but non-REM dreams are repetitive and thought-like, with little imagery. During dreams only part of the brain wakes up...
and it seems to be even more active than it is during waking.
Particularly emotional region of the brain is highly active during dreaming.

While dreaming Part of brain responsible for decisions or volition becomes de-activated, however there are other areas of the brain that deal with rationality remains active, so we don't loose all rational thinking when we dream.